NIGHT SEDER

Looking for a Chavrusa? Contact a Night Seder Rebbe or log on to:
soyjsc.com/chavrusa

NIGHT SEDER REBBE
Rabbi Yitzchok Radner
Glueck Beis Medrash 2nd Floor
radner@yu.edu
248.506.4873

NIGHT SEDER REBBE
Rabbi Robbie Schrier
Glueck Beis Medrash 1st Floor
robertdschrier@gmail.com
516.551.9094

NIGHTLY BEKIYUS SHIUR REBBE
Rabbi Meir Goodman
Fischel Beis Medrash
meirwgoodman@gmail.com
917.494.6244

NIGHT SEDER SHOEL U’MAISHIV
Rabbi Yehonatan Drory

NIGHT SEDER SHOEL U’MAISHIV
Rabbi Aviyam Levinson

NIGHT SEDER SHOEL U’MAISHIV
Rabbi Jake Steinmetz

2 bekius tracks – 1 blatt/week and 2.5 blatt/week
Night Seder @ 8 P.M. • Maariv @ 10 P.M.
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